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ABSTRACT
The study area is located in the northwestern part of Kota Belud, Sabah and underlain by Late Eocene-late Early
Miocene of the Crocker formation. The objectives of this study are to determine the mode of failures, factors of
safety and to propose slope designs. Engineering geological mapping, kinematic analysis, new approach of
adjustment factor, dry density analysis, stereographic measurement, kinetic analysis and prescriptive measures
were used to produce geological map and described rock mass characteristics, to determine the mode of failure
and optimum slope angle, the most critical mode of failure, unit weight of the rock, wedge angle, factor of safety and
slope protection and stabilization measures, respectively. Results of this study shows that the mode of failures are
wedge failure, the factors of safety ranges from 1.93 to 4.43 which generally considered stable and the proposed
slope design are flattening the slope angle between 31o-45o, installation of the wire mesh, rock trap ditch and spot
rock bolting.

INTRODUCTION
Slope failure is a main issue in lives and property loss all around the world.
Modification or creating of artificial slope by improper slope cutting and
design are sometimes contributed to the formation of slope failures. In
order to design a stable slope, engineering geological mapping and stability
analysis are vital to be conducted.

Rock mass classification system is one of a design tool in determining
early design for the slopes. Another universal slope stability analysis used
for slope designs are stereographic and kinematic method, kinetic (limit
equilibrium analysis), numerical methods [continuum modeling (e.g.
finite element, finite difference) and discontinuum modeling (e.g. distinct
element, discrete element)], hybrid/coupled modeling, rockfall simulation
and probabilistic approach.

Occurrences of the more than a cubic meter (m3) falling rock block at the
bottom of rock cut slope in Kampung Kuala Abai road have become an issue
for this study. These rock blocks are large enough in damaging engineering
structures or properties, causing injury and even death. Structure and
road impended by even small spills of rock material are in addition an
inconvenience for the public’s and motorists (Maerz, 2000).
The study area is underlain by Crocker Formation of Late Eocene – late
Early Miocene ages which have been experienced complex tectonic history
and unique geological structures (Figure 1). This formation is a turbidite
deposits that consists of interbedded sandstone, siltstone and shale units.
The Bouma sequence can be identified in some beds and sandstone to shale
ratios vary between outcrop.
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to brown, moderately well sorted, very fine to
medium grained lithic wacke. It is very thin to thick-bedded. The beds of
fine sandstone and very fine sandstone are rich in sole marks, load cast,
flute cast, graded bedding, parallel, cross and convolute lamination and
trace fossil. The siltstone is grey to greenish grey, predominantly of silt
material, hard when fresh but soft and buff when weathered in thin bedded
(less than 5 cm).
Shale unit can be divided into grey and red shales. The grey shale unit
has represented by rhythmic interbedded of thick grey shale and thin
very fine sandstone, parallel to wavy laminated, less well developed sole
marks, occasional trace fossil (Nereites association) and common slumps
deposition. The red shale is interbeds with very thin siltstone, parallel to
wavy laminated, occasional slumps deposit and patched of grey or green
shales.
The objectives of this study are to determine the mode of failures, factors of
safety and to propose slope designs.
METHODOLOGY

geological mapping includes lithological, slope and slope failure mapping
and random discontinuity survey (ISRM, 1981).

Markland test (Markland, 1972) has been used in kinematic analysis to
determine the mode of failure and optimum slope angle. The most potential
mode of failure for more than one failure in a slope has been determined by
the new approach of adjustment factor, NAAF method (Ismail Abd Rahim,
et al., 2012). Dry density analysis (ISRM, 2007) has been conducted to
determine unit weight of the rock. The wedge angle i.e. the angle between
wedge plane, sliding plane, slope face or upper slope face, line of intersection
for wedge geometry and normal plane in wedge model have been measured
by stereographic method.
Factor of safety (F.O.S.) has been determined by kinetic analysis (Kliche,
1999). In conducting the kinetic analysis, the model of the wedge is assumed
without tension crack and water pressure. The steps in calculating F.O.S. are
as follows;

Engineering geological mapping, kinematic analysis, new approach of
adjustment factor, dry density analysis, stereographic measurement, kinetic
analysis and prescriptive measures have been used in this study. Engineering
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Figure 5 Location on the stereonet of wedge weight, W; the normal Ni, NA
and NB and angle to the normal, βi (δi), δA and δB (Kliche, 1999).

The resisting force on plane A and B according to Mohr-Coulomb criterion
are as follows;
CA + NAtan A
CB + NBtan B
The driving force parallel to the line of intersection of planes A and B
can be express as Wsini Therefore, the wedge force can be resolved into
components normal to and parallel to the line of intersection of two planes.
The location of W, NA, NB and Ni as well as the measured angle βi, δA and

δB must be measures with stereonet or calculated as shown in Figure 5.

5.
Determination of force polygons to determine the magnitude of N
(Figure 6).

Force polygons, along with measured angles, used to determine the
magnitude of Nj, NA and NB are shown in Figure 6. Then, the factor of safety
can be calculated by Equation 7.
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Combination of prescriptive measures (Yu et al., 2005) and Markland test
(Markland. 1972) have been used to propose slope design in the study area.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of the Markland test are shown in Figure 7 and Table 3. The
mode of failure is wedge failure. The wedge failures are potential in slope 2
and 3 but only possible in slope 1 and 4. The wedge failure in slope 1, 2, 3
and 4 have been kinematically formed by the intersection of planes B and
K3, K1 and K2, B and K2 and K1 and K3, respectively.

The stability of selected slopes or factors of safety are shown in Table 4.
The limit equilibrium analysis (kinetic analysis) method shows that all
of the slopes are generally stable. Most of the slopes (slope 1 to slope 4)
are analysis for wedge failure. There are two (2) potential wedge failures
in slope 2 but intersection of K1 and K2 have been selected as the most
potential after evaluated by using NAAF method.
The main factors that control the stability of the slopes are lithological unit
and slope height. Most of the slopes are dominated by sandstone beds i.e.
70%-95% (Table 3). The sandstone beds are stronger than shale then the
slope become more stable. Most of the slope in the study area are less than
10m and considered as lowered slopes. Theoretically, the lower slope is

more stable compare to higher slope.

The proposed slope design for the selected slopes are based on Markland
test and prescriptive measure and shown in Table 5. Most of the selected
slopes are potential and possible to fail then flattening based on optimum
slope angle by Markland test is recommended. The range of optimum slope
angle varies from 31o to 51o.

The potential and possible wedge failures in slope 1 to slope 4 are proposed
for the installation of wire mesh. This wire mesh is useful to trap, reduce
and protect the road from falling wedge blocks. Constructions of rock trap
ditch at the bottom of the slope are also proposed for slope 1, 2 and 4 which
are higher than 5m. This is because higher slope producing high energy for
falling rock block. The block is potentially moving or rolling on the road and
endangered users. The potential wedge failure in slopes 2 and 3 are needed
for installation of spot rock bolting to protect falling wedge block from slope
face.
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CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions of this study are:
1.
The modes of failures are wedge and planar failure.
2.
The factors of safety ranges from 1.93 to 4.43 by calculation and
generally stable..
3.
The proposed slope design are flattening based on 31o-45o
optimum slope angles, installation of the wire mesh, rock trap ditch and
spot rock bolting.
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